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Buddies

Welcome to the latest edition of
Freeflow. Apologies for our absence
for a while but anyway we are back.
We are open for business, which
means dive trip reports, moans,
groans, dobbins, page 3 luvlies and
basically anything that you wish to
give me or anything I can get my
hands on.

As we move into the new dive season I
trust that we are either dive fit or
getting dive fit, not just ourselves
but our kit as well. So if not already
done get your kit out make sure it’s all
in test and into open water, yes I
know it’s cold but the viz is cracking
at this time of the year.

Just time for a moan, when am I going
to pick up my next trophy. Can’t
happen until the annual awards
ceremony so help me pester the
committee to extract their digits and
organise it.

PeteB

Free
It should be

Just what you need between dives a nice bit of stodge,
ably modelled by Bill “Smillee” Johnson.
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DO’s bit

Hello Buddies

I’d like to introduce myself to you all as your clubs new D.O. (Dive Officer). For those of you who don’t know me I’m a BSAC Advanced
Diver and an OWI. I’ve been a member of Lutterworth for the last 3 years and enjoy diving in most types of water (as long as it’s deep
enough!). I am also a recent convert to the joys of rebreather diving and am currently trying to convert every other diver into making the
change!

I will take my role as DO seriously but still intend to maintain the enjoyment of diving. I have ideas that I would like to put into the club once I
have been in role for a time but until then I would like you all to continue diving and filling in your dive manager sheets. Can I remind you all
to remember your training and to dive within your grade and your own limits. Practice skills at every opportunity and don’t forget to make use
of the pool on a Tuesday night to test new kit or practice new and old skills.

The deposits for club trips have been lowered to £10 for this season to hopefully encourage more of you to sign up for club trips. These are a
great way to explore our fantastic British coastline, the diving is very varied from wrecks old and new to reefs and walls teeming with life. The
added bonus is having a weekend (or longer) away and having a good laugh and making new friends. For all our new (and old) members, the
club trips are an inexpensive way of enjoying a dive weekend and we have the benefit of having two excellent boats which are great fun to go
out on.

The trips that are planned so far for 2010 include a training weekend diving out of Bovisand Harbour (Plymouth). This was an extremely
successful weekend last year and saw a large number of training dives completed with one Ocean Diver actually finishing all his open water
dives over the weekend! , as well as the usual runs to Plymouth, Weymouth and The Farnes. Planning is already underway for the first big trip
of this season, the Easter Trip to Plymouth. Unfortunately we have cancelled the trip to Baltimore through lack of interest so please support
the other remaining trips and get your name down on the trip lists, these are with Nigel – just ask him to have a look at what’s on offer. If
you’re not sure about the trip, have a chat with the trip organiser or myself.

We have a number of trainees at the moment and I have it on good authority that they’re enjoying their training and can’t wait to get into
Stoney Cove! (and why not – the vis is improving nicely). Now that Christmas is over I hope, like me, you are all looking forward to this
year’s diving. Just to keep you all informed as to the availability of the various trips that are scheduled for this season.

• Plymouth/Bovisand with Fran, training weekend. There are 8 divers (inc 3 instructors) booked, so still lots of spaces. We are at least 8 divers down
from this trip last year.

• Plymouth Easter with Mike Flatt. So far there are only 9 divers, again less than half the numbers we took with us last year.
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• Plymouth with Chris. Trip full well done Chris.

• Hope Cove with myself. 3 more available spaces on this trip.

• Lyme Bay with Derek. Just 1 diver on the sheet.

• Red Sea with Mike Flatt. Trip full but if you want to put your name down as a reserve speak to Mike

• Swanage with Claire. There are only 2 more available spaces on this trip.

• Farnes with Nigel. We have 7 more available spaces on this trip.

• Baltimore with Mike Hill. Already been cancelled due to lack of interest.

• Weymouth with Kath. 4 more available spaces on this trip.

There are other trips that are being planned but have no trip sheet out (yes I’m guilty of this but will rectify this soon - watch this space)

As you can see from the amount of spaces we currently have available there is very little support with only 2 of the trips being full and we have
already lost 1 trip through lack of support. So, as the warmer weather arrives on our door steps (I’m told next Tuesday) can I please ask that you
come and support the trips. Nigel will have all the available trip sheets and I’m sure he will also be delighted to collect your trip deposits. By
doing so you will be supporting our club and experiencing some great British diving!

PLEASE LET’S NOT HAVE ANY MORE TRIPS CANCELLED THROUGH LACK OF INTEREST, YOUR
CLUB NEEDS YOU.

We are a dive club so let’s go diving and what better way is there than on a club trip.

Any questions please contact me. Until the next edition of Freeflow I’ll wish you all safe diving (must go – I’ve got to rinse my kit ☺)
Regards
Rich
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Chairman’s bit

A number of changes since the last edition of free flow in summer
of 2009. A new club year, a new committee, a new editor and many
challenges in running the club.

Thankfully my first diatribe as Chairman there is plenty of black
text to write to break up the white space!

First off we have a change in editor for the New Year, Pete Barnard.
I would like to publically thank Ian Jennings, the outgoing
incumbent, for the fantastic job he has done as editor over the last
few years.

I’m sure you will join me in welcoming Pete (and more importantly
supporting him with articles & trip reports!) to the editorship.
Please don’t forget this is your club magazine and without articles
there is nothing to publish.

There has also been a recent change in the committee structure. Due
to a change in personal circumstances, Vicki Urch has unfortunately
had to step down from the committee and as vice Chair of the club.
On behalf of the club and committee I would like to thank Vicki for
her service and wish her all the best for the future.

Following unanimous vote the committee has asked Rich Sykes to
take on the duties of Vice Chair for the remainder of the club year.

Thankfully he accepted and Rich will take on these extra duties in
addition to those of club secretary.

The 2009 – 10 club year will be a challenging one. Financially the
club is in good shape. However we need to attract a few more
members to maintain the current commitments and put a few
pounds away in the sinking funds. The committee is looking at how
we can do this and will turn over the next committee meeting to this
subject. All and any ideas welcome!

We also need to make best use of the club assets – namely the two
fully functioning and equipped dive ribs. Mike, Rich H and Nigel
do a great job running around and looking after the boats. This
means the boats are maintained to a very high standard for very
little cost. Chilly & Skinny need to be pay for themselves. We can
not afford another year where the boats are not utilised.

I am pleased to see so many new members of the club learning to
dive. I am looking forward to the Bovisand trip where hopefully we
can start some more sodium chloride addictions!

Finally this is your club and we need your support. Please engage
the committee with ideas or suggestions, or better still organise an
event or dive trip.

Chris Taylor
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M2 Trip Report
17 August 2009.

Monday 17th saw me rising from the comfort (deliberate oxymoron)
of the Aqua Hotel, Weymouth at 5.30 am. Not one for usually rising
much before 7am this came somewhat as a shock but the promise of
an excellent days diving on an excellent boat, with a good bunch of
mates and some new faces made it all worth it.

The weather lived up to the forecast, being sunny, warm and just a
touch of a breeze. 6.30 am on the dot Scimitar cast off from the
dock on the hour or so run out to the M2. The run out was fairly
uneventful and we were even treated to the sun breaking the clouds
as we exited the confines of Portland harbour. The banter continued
from the Cove House Inn the previous evening and before long the
laughter was flowing along with warm sweet tea.

An hour later and we got the 20 minute
warning to kit up. The current was
running a bit and it took a few passes to
get everyone in. My buddy Russ and I
were the last in and had a bit of a swim
for the shot. The first 10-12m required
a bit of hauling down the line but this
soon subsided and the last 20m down
the line easier.

We shot was either pulled off the wreck
or drifted off and to see the sea bed
instead of the conning tower was a bit of
a shock to say the least but a few fin
strokes later and the long cigar shape

appeared. We ascended to the decks and had a peer into the hanger,
then followed the launching rail towards the bow.

Hiding amongst here was a large edible crab however the claws were
already in motion meaning someone had already annoyed the plucky
little bugger! I was surprised at how in tact the sub is and how many
fish were on her including blennies, wrasse and Pollock. It was
almost snowing fish and they did not seem too bothered about 9
divers ploughing through the middle of them.

The bow really does cut a poignant line – especially looking up from
the sea bed. From here we swam along the starboard side to inspect
the hydpo planes and torpedo tubes before ascending to deck level
again for the swim past the conning tower to the stern to have a look
at the rear hydroplanes and rudder.

One of the best sites of the day was theses ugly creatures, all three in
the same hole.

Quite a bit of planning had been done through the week, running
scenarios for the dive back and forth via email. As it was the wreck
was about 2m for shallower than we expected so the various
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scenarios in my pocket were redundant, however we still stuck with
the less than 10 mins deco plan With the shot on the sea bed our
return to shot plan was also redundant and “dynamic plan b”
otherwise known as stay till deco threshold then bag off came into
play.

Unfortunately due to gas turn points and the time it would have
taken to get back to the conning tower we decided to bag off as we
already had 6 mins of deco to do. This of course will give us an
excuse to dive the M2 again soon!

We had agreed Russ would launch the blob as he was carrying his
3m high; see from space, inflatable sausage buoy! As we drifted off
the wreck and made our way to the 6m stop we could still clearly see
the wreck below from 19m making around 10m of vis!

After a rather uneventful few mins of deco we surfaced 40 minutes
later to a glorious sunny sky with hardly any swell. We were both
grinning ear to ear and eager to get back on board to discuss the
dive. We were first back and were soon followed by 2 more buddy
pairs. The last up was Paul who was diving solo. He had a round 15
mins deco with a run time of around 70 odd minutes. He was
looking for his V3 he lost a few months back (poor guy).

The whole boat was buzzing with that an air of self perpetuating post
dive excitement that lasted all the way back in to Castletown. This
was further improved by bucket loads of tea, hot pasties, cookies
biscuits, sweets and the promise of a few scallops for tea from the
2nd dive!

After a short stop for a comfort break and to refill cylinders we set
back off towards the banks for a drift. I had changed back to a single
cylinder as I thought twin 12’s was a bit excessive for a 20m
bumbling drift.

The vis was again fantastic (especially in front of us!) and we set
about rummaging with earnest. The current was flowing but not
horrendously so – although you finning against it were a futile
exercise. Between us we filled 3 goodie bags, 1 of which as sent up
under a blob – which thankfully the crew retrieved for us. The other
to came up clipped to us.

Most people had had their fill by 30 ish minutes how ever we
surfaced bang on our plan of 45 mins. We had a few minutes wait as
the boat collected another buddy pair however Russ 3m blob again
came in handy as we both hung over it with our big bags of scallops.
Back on board everyone checked the spoils, returning the small
scallops back to Davy Jones locker for next trip. I donated my haul
to crew as I was heading to Southampton overnight and though
better of a load of scallops festering in the boat for 24 hours!!!

Back into Castletown for 12:45pm and with kit packed away we
went for “breakfast” at the Aqua cafe to finish the day off and plan
the next outing. The trip was duly named “Double Decadence
Diving Monday”. It was also one hell of a way to start the week, or
finish my birthday weekend and definitely to be repeated again
soon!

Sat there in the sun, generous helpings of pork based products in
front of me, surrounded by some old mates and some newly made
ones the realisation of UK diving at is best filled my thoughts. I
can’t wait to get back on the M2 as rather than fulfil my curiosity the
dive only served to heighted it!

Note from editor:-Not sure who the author is, in future please
take credit for your work.
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Plymouth 30/31 May write up

Sat in Nemo’s after a night dive at Stoney in early April with some
old friends from Heanor SAC I decided to put together a hard boat
trip to Plymouth. A few calls and emails later and I had a
provisional booking on Pete Fergus’s hard boat Venture for the last
weekend in May.

I filled half the boat within 30 minutes of booking so called Pete
back to confirm and the trip was on. However it soon seemed like it
was going to be one of those trips when 2 muppets dropped out at
the last minute potentially leaving me £180 down for the weekend.
Luckily a few more calls and between me and the skipper the boat
was full again.

Friday night about to set off for Plymouth and I can’t find my wallet
(one of those trips). An hour later and still no sign of it, Derek
kindly agreed to sub me for the weekend and was winging our way
down the M5.

Bill has beaten us down to the B&B and lets us in. As it’s after 11pm
we decide an early night is in order.

Up early we are sat down for breakfast at 7.15am and are greeted
with a fantastic blue sky and not a cloud in sight! We set off round
to Mountbatten and just as we cross the bridge I realise I have left
my computer in my bag (one of those trips), so back round to the
B&B for it.

Pete brings Venture up to the dock promptly at 8:45 for a 9.00am
ropes off and we start to load up. Venture is a 23 year old Offshore
105, but in great condition and well lay out with 2 long kitting up
benches, a large wheel house and large head/bunk space with plenty
of room to stash kit bags etc. To top it all off she has a good side lift
to save clambering back up a ladder.

With everyone loaded we set off for the 45 minute trip across to
Whitsand Bay. Some people fettle, some enjoy the sun and many of
us chat excitedly about the days diving prospects. As we round the
head we see the Scylla has the world’s supply of club ribs around the
buoy se we decide to dive the deserted James Egan Lane first.

As people are kitting up I realise the faint hissing sound is my main
reg free flowing. In the time since the skippers 10 mins warning I
have lost a full cylinder of 32% and have a nice chunk of frosting
around my first stage (one of those trips)! The skipper quickly
offers me his full 15l from the bilge. Unfortunately my regs are still
free flowing so I decide to sit the dive out and despite a tinker with
them whilst others are diving no joy; I change back in to my shorts
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resigned to spending the day in the sun being the deck/kit bitch!
Well I can think of worse places to be on a sunny Saturday and
sometimes its better to sit a dive out and come back to dive another
day.

35 minutes later and the guys start to surface reporting fantastic vis
of around 10-15 m. Derek is shocked by how much the JEL has
deteriorated in the 12 months since he last dived her and Bob can’t
stop grinning after his first UK salty wreck dive (although he still
professes to prefer wildlife).

With everyone back on board and while we motor into the corner of
Whitsand Bay for lunch the skipper serves warm Sausage rolls and
cups of tea. The sea is still like a mill pond and as we enjoy the
sunshine we are joined by more boats and ribs.

Dive 2 was to be the Scylla and with only 1 or 2 other boats around
we practically have her to ourselves. Pete the skipper and I settle
back with another mug of tea on the stern bench to enjoy the
afternoon sun. Bob, Bill and Derek have broken the surface around
40 minutes later and again they are grinning ear to ear at the
visibility and tell excited Ely of how the Scylla has developed with
DMF’s and Plumes Anemones a plenty. Coming up to the hour the
twinsets appear followed by the rebreather guys.

With everyone back on board a quick head count and roll call we set
off back to Mountbatten. As kit is dismantled and the bilge filled
with weight belts for the next day the air is filled with chat and
expectation of a good night down the Barbican. I’m a little green
with envy at not being able to dive but not as green as Bob who is
yet to find his sea legs and site quietly trying to maintain his
composure.

We dock back at Mountbatten at around 3pm to be greeted by a
skiff’s from the women’s rowing club setting out. We head back to
the B&B and catch the 2nd half of the cup final before undertaking
the 4S’s as we beatify ourselves for a night out at the Barbican. As
you can imagine the barbican was heaving and Bill took particular
interest in the FBI and other various hen do’s!

After some fish and chips and a small night cap we head back to the
hotel for another early night as breakfast is set for 7am.

We wake again to a perfect blue sky and after another hearty
breakfast we load up and head round to Mountbatten. There are a
fair few boats loading up, which prompts the skipper to check on the
destinations of our fellow divers. 6 boats are heading to the Persier
so we decide to head to Rosehill.

As luck would have it Wrighty had his boat over the wreck with the
shot already in which saved us a job. We slowly kitted up and
waited for Wrighty’s lot to surface and again the air was filled with
expectation of a good dive.

Bill & Derek drop in first followed by Bob and me. The current is
running a bit at the top of the shot but eases quickly as we pull down
to 10m. Despite being the last down the shot the vis was good
around 10m. We had decided on a return to shot so I line off with
Bob following. We did a full 360 of the boilers which are still very
much in tact and have a bit of a poke around before swimming off in
to explore more. With Bob on air the 20min deco springs up on us
quite quickly and we head back up the shot.

We are first out and enjoy an uncluttered deck to clamber out on and
de kit. It was good to get wet after a dry day on the Saturday and I
enjoyed the dive immensely. It’s the first time on the wreck for
most of us and certainly a dive I will be doing again. The Vis was
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good especially as there had been 20 divers in quick succession. I
make a quick sketch and some mental notes of where to swim to
next time.

We steam across to the corner of Whitsand bay again, just round the
headland and enjoy a flatter sea than on Saturday. Pete serves up
warm sausage rolls again and it’s soon time for the Scylla again.

Kitting up Bill manages to rip
his neck seal, to much hilarity
on the boat. He considers
duck tape but decides
discretion is the better part of
valour. The skipper again
comes to the rescue and offers
Bill his spare suit. This again
sparks a round of banter as the
suit was a tad tight – so tight
in fact we could tell the shape
of Bills religion!

This time we had the whole
wreck to ourselves and I drop
in with Bob again. Down the
shot we go and I am a bit
taken aback as to the marine growth in the 12 months since I last
dived her. We had agreed no penetration and to stay on the
starboard side. Following the shot down we see Bill & Derek
disappearing to a lower deck and we have a leisurely swim stopping
to stick our heads in the various holes. I’m glad I took my umbilical
torch to give us the extra illumination. We swim nearly to the stern
but air prevents us from seeing the prop – 3 dives on her and still not
managed to see the prop, and another mental note for next time.

Ascending to the helicopter deck we have a swim around the hanger
and follow one of the passageways back to the bow, stopping to peer
in some of the rooms again. The reef is really starting to take shape
and is in stark contrast to just 12 months ago.

All too soon we are back at the shot and head back up for a lazy
hang for a safety stop at 6m. Vis was good again – around 10-12m
and we can clearly see some of the twinsets disappearing down a
hatch as we do our stops. Bill and Derek join us for the last minute
of our stops and I wave good bye to them as we ascend and watch
the wreck gradually fade out of view.

This dive alone makes up for Saturday and I would have come down
purely for this dive alone. There is something intriguing about the
wreck and I can’t wait to dive her again.

All in all it was a good weekend with lots of banter, good laughs,
great weather, millpond seas, and some fine guest ales from the
Barbican and some UK diving at its finest.

Chris Taylor
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SOLO DIVING
INTERIM REPORT

As some of you are aware I occasionally help out the “powers that
be” with practical reviews of current diving practices and reports as
to how improvements can be made.

My latest assignment has been to review the potential impact of
allowing solo diving in the club environment and changes that would
be needed to current training procedures.

I thought you might be interested in the results of the experiments I
carried out during the club trip to Seahouses last month. Seahouses
harbour is shallow with reasonable visibility and as such is
representative of a sheltered environment in which a practical lesson
would take place
Search & Recovery
I used a small object (Karabiner clip) for my search which allowed
me to use small area / small object search techniques. The karabiner
was dropped close to a landmark visible underwater (the harbour
ladders) allowing me a central pilotage location point.

It was noticeable almost immediately that search and recovery is not
an ideal training exercise for the solo diver, not only is the divers’
ability to visually cover the ground reduced but the diver is also
easily discouraged and without the encouragement of a dive buddy
would quickly give up looking if the item is not quickly found.

Recommendation: Search & recovery should not be considered as a
solo dive training exercise.
Ditch & Retrieve
This training exercise is rarely carried out in open water at LSAC,
but for other clubs where sheltered water training is an option it

should be considered. For this exercise I allowed my aqualung and
weightbelt to be sunk in 2-3m of water. As a safety precaution I was
close to the club boat, which also provided a surface marker for the
location of my diving kit.

An aqualung with a slow air leak from pillar valve or DV can be
considered for this exercise as the trail of bubbles provided an
excellent location marker for the equipment.

My conclusion is that the ditch & retrieve exercise cannot be
completed safely by the solo diver. The risks of wearing a weightbelt
without an aqualung are obvious but divers would be loath to ditch
an expensive piece of kit for a training exercise even if they were
struggling to re-fit the aqualung. Without the weightbelt the solo
diver has little chance of swimming down to their equipment
wearing a drysuit.

Recommendation: Ditch & retrieve should not be considered as a
solo dive training exercise.
Lifting Exercise
For this experiment I asked Pete Barnard to solo dive. The object to
lift was my aqualung and weightbelt. Pete was fully briefed
regarding the reason for the trial and was happy to participate in the
exercise.
Once again the shortcomings of a solo diver become apparent. A
buddy briefing prior to the dive would have defined a robust plan for
the lift operation. A solo diver will always run the risk of acting on
the “first thing entering their head”.

Example:

Solo diver – sends recovered aqualung to surface using its air-inflate
button, then holds recovered weightbelt in their hands, using own
buoyancy jacket for positive lift.
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Buddy pair plan – attach weightbelt to recovered aqualung and send
both to surface using recovered aqualungs air-inflate button.

Recommendation: Lifting exercise should not be considered as a
solo dive training exercise.
sion
The solo diver will always be at risk, simple problems such as a
damaged o-ring causing air loss cannot be dealt with efficiently
unless a buddy is available. Traditional diving skills become
extremely difficult to master when diving solo, and without these
skills the solo diver is prone to error.
Once errors occur, it is all too easy to slip into the incident pit and
become nominated for an award.

Neil Tomlin

Editor’s Note:-

If you don’t follow the above its Neil’s bid for the Volney award for
the cock up of the year. In short whilst loading your kit on board you
drop something over board. You then kit up to recover, but don’t
clip you BCD properly, so when you recover the initial item to the
boat your SCUBA kit slips off your shoulders and heads to the
bottom. Being an Advanced Diver and Advanced Instructor you then
come up with a not to convincing story about it being a training
exercise.

Fortunately for my fellow buddies, there were plenty of witnesses
and yours truly was there to recover the SCUBA kit. Yes I’m still
waiting for my salvage rights.
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All Divers
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Jennings Ian Spickett Nigel Hill Michael
Parker Kevin Johnson Meggie Jacques David
Packham Deanna Flatt Mike Brown Claire
Goddard Dave Brown Neil Whyment Daryl
Stevenson Andy Deacon Tim Tucker Bob
Beesley Steve Benton Simon Taylor Chris
Walford Barry Calver Neil Holmes Roger
Shaw Samantha Rooke Manfred Drake John
Appleton Steve Holsworth Andy Rose Gary
Sykes Richard Urch Vicki Burke Sean
Litchfield Phillip Armstrong Paul Shaw Emily
Evans Stephen Burke Jason Hill Lawrence
Whittle Peter Griffiths Paul Perry Jack
Bullard Alex Pearson Mary Price Robert
Hennessey Peter Tomlin Neil Turney Phil
Ford Steve Griffiths Charlotte
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1/5/09 1/6/09 1/7/09
1/8/09 1/9/09 1/10/09

Members Dives 2009 – The Final(ish) Statistics

Another year gone and another load of statistics for the year.
But first, my apologies again for not being able to continue with the editorship of Freeflow – pressure of work and all that.
This pressure also meant that I had allowed the collating of the statistics to slip. Pete took up the editorship reigns again
(thanks Pete) and so now I had a chance to get the statistics back into order. Fortunately most of the results were entered
and at this, the cooler end of the year, less dives were being done so I managed to collate them for this copy of Freeflow.
The stats on the next page are hopefully self explanatory. They are based on the Dive Manager sheets you have filled in... if
your records don’t match the number of dives I have allocated against you, then did you remember to fill in the sheets? And
remember to hand them in?
But enough, there can be only one winner person at the
top of the statistics chart, and if you look at the chart
here then it is apparent how much diving Bill Johnson
has done this year relative to the rest of us.
Talking of the total number of dives and it is apparent
how the amount of diving we are doing as a club is
shrinking. Since starting to keep the statistics the
total number of dives has been reducing: 2006 (1938
dives), 2007 (1666 dives), 2008 (1337 dives) and this
last year 1093 dives.
It has recently been announced that we, as a country,
have come out of the economic recession, lets hope that
our diving will also coming out of recession and lets get
diving. Ian Jennings
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Barnard Peter 66 2509 41.8 634 58705 62 42 24 22 5 1 38 2 19 19 50.0 23.0 2 70 38 8 6 3 30 3 11 3 2
Duinker Fran 51 2361 39.4 689 48701 21 11 28 12 13 28 1 9 3 15 15 44.0 20.2 5 72 46 6 6 8 20 6 3 2
Jennings Ian 49 2164 36.1 25 48869 17 8 9 32 11 30 1 7 4 1 1 35.7 21.7 2 104 44 5 1 10 21 4 8
Spickett Nigel 60 2108 35.1 838 51858 54 41 19 15 5 1 39 30 30 44.9 23.1 6 77 35 5 5 7 26 2 12 3
Hill Michael 49 1789 29.8 75 36861 40 41 8 17 8 24 5 10 3 36.1 20.0 16 60 37 7 5 5 24 2 6
Parker Kevin 33 1665 27.7 57782 13 19 14 10 3 20 12 70.0 31.1 10 91 50 5 1 5 3 1 6 7 5
Johnson Meggie 34 1559 26.0 33946 19 9 6 19 9 16 9 3 32.0 20.4 17 76 46 5 1 6 15 4 3
Jacques David 34 1519 25.3 29754 25 22 3 9 4 9 21 6 12 32.8 19.2 17 63 45 4 3 8 15 3 1
Packham Deanna 36 1468 24.5 17947 5 5 31 31 5 4 24.4 12.8 11 54 41 10 17 4 5
Flatt Mike 28 1378 23.0 173 35705 19 6 13 9 8 4 1 15 2 4 4 42.8 24.6 26 64 49 3 3 3 5 3 9 2
Brown Claire 33 1318 22.0 31370 26 18 15 15 4 1 12 6 1 43.9 23.1 12 76 40 5 1 3 13 1 7 3
Goddard Dave 27 1276 21.3 28063 16 6 10 11 9 12 1 5 1 34.8 22.2 13 70 47 1 2 4 13 4 3
Brown Neil 26 1030 17.2 43 26830 19 11 15 13 4 1 8 6 1 1 45.0 24.5 21 70 40 3 1 2 10 1 6 3
Whyment Daryl 30 1002 16.7 18710 25 15 15 6 12 12 5 11 35.3 18.7 2 56 33 6 4 1 14 2 3
Stevenson Andy 19 706 11.8 13333 15 15 4 3 1 15 11 35.0 19.5 26 54 37 3 5 9 2
Deacon Tim 20 643 10.7 12400 18 13 7 5 3 1 11 4 35.0 18.1 1 47 32 2 4 5 7 1 1
Tucker Bob 20 642 10.7 11545 15 10 10 9 6 5 3 30.0 17.7 2 44 32 4 2 6 5 2 1
Beesley Steve 18 638 10.6 13073 18 11 7 4 3 11 2 36.0 18.4 5 63 35 4 3 2 5 1 3
Benton Simon 16 636 10.6 17494 16 6 10 9 1 6 2 36.0 26.8 16 63 40 1 2 3 3 7
Taylor Chris 19 618 10.3 11682 9 8 11 5 5 1 8 32.9 17.8 2 53 33 5 3 2 5 1 3
Walford Barry 11 564 9.4 12061 11 7 4 2 4 1 4 35.8 19.4 32 101 51 1 2 2 5 1
Calver Neil 13 556 9.3 12979 13 13 4 9 40.0 23.7 24 60 43 1 1 6 1 3 1
Holmes Roger 9 462 7.7 9277 2 2 7 7 2 2 25.6 19.3 17 61 51 1 3 4 1
Shaw Samantha 13 442 7.4 7123 13 10 3 1 2 10 2 30.0 16.0 15 45 34 4 3 1 4 1
Rooke Manfred 12 389 6.5 5325 12 12 12 12 22.4 13.8 20 42 32 4 4 4
Drake John 8 323 5.4 4510 8 3 5 5 3 22.8 13.0 30 53 40 4 1 1 2
Appleton Steve 5 249 4.2 5188 5 5 2 3 34.3 18.4 32 76 50 2 2 1
Holsworth Andy 6 199 3.3 2040 6 6 6 2 16.1 10.2 20 43 33 3 2 1
Rose Gary 4 196 3.3 100 5095 4 4 4 2 2 2 34.8 25.9 45 53 49 2 1 1
Sykes Richard 4 170 2.8 3666 4 4 4 22.3 21.6 41 44 42 4
Urch Vicki 6 152 2.5 1766 6 6 6 1 16.5 9.1 2 41 25 4 2
Burke Sean 3 151 2.5 2869 3 3 3 20.1 19.0 45 60 50 2 1
Litchfield Phillip 4 138 2.3 3572 4 4 4 35.9 25.2 28 41 34 3 1
Armstrong Paul 4 128 2.1 3320 4 4 3 1 40.6 28.2 12 41 32 1 1 1 1
Shaw Emily 4 121 2.0 2026 4 2 2 1 1 2 21.3 15.6 15 38 30 1 1 2
Evans Stephen 4 110 1.8 1183 4 4 4 2 13.3 9.3 2 44 28 2 2
Burke Jason 2 74 1.2 38 766 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 14.1 10.5 36 38 37 1 1
Hill Lawrence 2 70 1.2 1526 2 2 2 2 22.2 21.8 31 39 35 2
Whittle Peter 2 63 1.1 742 2 2 2 2 14.3 11.7 30 33 32 1 1
Griffiths Paul 2 55 0.9 1172 2 2 2 2 21.4 21.3 24 31 28 2
Perry Jack 2 54 0.9 1147 2 2 2 2 21.3 21.3 25 29 27 2
Bullard Alex 1 41 0.7 877 1 1 1 21.4 21.4 41 41 41 1
Pearson Mary 1 39 0.7 644 1 1 1 16.5 16.5 39 39 39 1
Price Robert 1 34 0.6 269 1 1 1 1 7.9 7.9 34 34 34 1
Hennessey Peter 1 33 0.6 696 1 1 1 21.1 21.1 33 33 33 1
Tomlin Neil 1 33 0.6 713 1 1 1 21.6 21.6 33 33 33 1
Turney Phil 2 30 0.5 584 2 2 2 21.2 12.6 3 27 15 1 1
Ford Steve 2 29 0.5 606 2 2 2 2 21.0 20.9 9 20 14 2
Griffiths Charlotte 1 6 0.1 111 1 1 1 1 18.5 18.5 6 6 6 1

TOTALS 1093 44930 748.8 3186 979293 753 526 389 178 293 306 28 465 45 224 96 156 120 151 411 80 138 27 10
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